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Four 7.5” by 3.5” Runeslinger 
character cards. 

3 36 Ailment cards. 

4

Two copies of  each 
of  the 120 unique 
cards in the base 
set; a total of  240 
playable cards. 

Four 30-card pre-assembled Runeslinger 
starter decks. (starter decks are comprised on 
the 240 cards included below). 
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Two 24” by 14” poster play mats that 
help you easily master card placement 
and play. 

Two 20-sided dice, two six-sided 
dice, four eight-sided dice, 10 green 
determination tokens and 10 blue 
tokens. 8 Two double-sided Runeslingers Reference Sheet

player aids.

The objective in a game of  Runeslingers (called an encounter), is to reduce the enemy Runeslinger’s power from five to 
zero, before the same is done to you. Sling powerful runespells, wield exotic trinkets and protect yourself  with magical 
enchantments called boons to claim victory!

[NOTE]: Text that refers to your Runeslinger, by extension refers to you the player. The terms “you” and “your Runeslinger” are 
often used interchangeably. For example, the text “while you are ailed with 4 or more unique ailments...” refers to your Runeslinger, 
and by extension you, the player. 

Objective

During an encounter you will deal damage, apply ailments and whittle away at the enemy Runeslinger’s cards in an 
effort to defeat them in combat. Runeslingers can lose power in any of  the following ways: 

No Health
When your health reaches 0, you lose a power and reset your health to its current maximum (starting maximum 
health is always 18). Your health only resets (returns to) its current maximum when it reaches 0; no other power 
loss condition causes health to reset. 

Empty Deck 

When you are forced to interact with a card in your deck (draw, sear, void, place, or look at) and your deck is 
empty, you lose a power. When you do, shuffle your discard pile back into your deck; continue any actions that 
were interrupted by this condition.

Eight Ailments 
When you begin your turn with 8 or more unconcealed ailments (see Ailments on pg. 11), you lose a power, then 

you remove eight of  those unconcealed ailments; repeat this effect until you have fewer than eight ailments.  

Zero Maximum Health 

If  your maximum health is reduced to 0 by effects, you lose the encounter.  

                                                                  No Cards 
When you have no cards in your deck or your discard pile, you lose the encounter.

24 Runeslinger ability cards. 
2
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Components Introduction
Still is the heart of  the stone. It does not beat, yet you feel its pulse. The earth is cold and covered with frost, though 
the stone is warm to the touch. Your concentration is resolute; no thoughts disturb you. You feel the rush of  power as 
the rune melds to your mind, imprinting itself  upon you. In a moment you are transformed, invigorated with your new 
found power. The runespell is yours, Runeslinger.

As you stand you see her, moving quickly through the field below. She knows you’re here, she knows you have the 
runespell. You must prepare, there is little time. Gather your thoughts, concentrate, and prepare to defend yourself. 



 

 

 

 

 
This is your Block. 
Block denotes how 
much damage you 
prevent when you 
block (see Blocking 

on pg. 15). 
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Your Runeslinger is the representation of  you the player, on your field. When you design and construct your 
Runeslinger’s deck, you will want to include cards that compliment your chosen Runeslinger’s unique abilities. Each 
Runeslinger character card has a Power Bar, a Name, Health, Block, Abilities and a Class. 

This is your Health. When your health 
is reduced to zero, you lose a power and 
reset your health to its current maximum 
(base maximum health is 18). Your health 

is reduced when you take damage or lose 
health. 

Each player chooses 
a passive and activate 

ability when the 
encounter begins. Each 
Runeslinger has three 
passive and activate 

abilities to choose from.

This is your Power Bar. Use a dice 
to track your power, beginning at 
5. When you lose a power, you 
gain +1 determinations. When 

your power reaches 0, you lose the 
encounter! 

This is your Class. 

This is your 
Name.  

Anatomy of a Runeslinger Anatomy of a Card
Each card in Runeslingers has several features that help identify important information on it. Each card has a Header, 
a Name, a Keyword Bar, a Type Icon, an Effect, Art, a Card Type, a Footer and a Back. Some cards also have a 
Defense Icon.

 

The Type Icon denotes this 
card’s type. Channel is a spirit 
runespell. The Type Icon also 
denotes where on the field this 

card can be played (Playing 
Cards and Effects pg. 13).

This is the card’s Name. The card Name sits on a 
colored background called a Header. Headers are 

color-coded to match the class or type of  card. 

 The Card Type denotes the 
card’s type and class (if  any). 

Channel is a Striker class, Spirit 
Runespell. The Card Type sits on 
a colored background called the 

Footer. Footers are 
color-coded to match the class or 

type of  card. 

 
The card text denotes a card’s 

Effect. Effects are always resolved 
in order from left to right, one 

sentence at a time. 

 This is the Keyword Bar. 
Keywords are special effects 

and costs that cards have. Red 
keywords denote either a cost or 

restriction associated with playing 
this card, while BLUE keywords 
denote special bonus effects this 

card has.

 The Defense Icon denotes this 
card’s defense value. Cards 

with Defense Icons are called 
defense cards. A defense card 
can be destroyed if  it is dealt 

damage equal to or greater than 
its defense value in a single play 

phase. 

Determinations can only ever be gained when you lose a power. During an encounter, you can only ever gain 
a total of  four determinations (by losing four power). During your Play Phase, you can Activate your activate 
ability for its effect by spending determinations equal to its cost; Engulf costs 2 determinations to activate. 

Each Runeslinger has two abilities; a passive ability (left side) and an activate ability (right side). Before an encounter 
begins, you choose a passive ability and activate ability that is paired to your Runeslinger character card. 

Both your chosen abilities must belong to your Runeslinger (the bottom of  each Runeslinger ability card lists the Runeslinger 
that it belongs to). Your Passive ability is always in effect during the course of  the encounter. 

 
This is the Art. 

Inner Flame is an Eva Passive ability. Engulf is an Eva Activate ability. 

DETERMINATIONS are used to pay for your activate ability (Engulf, above). When you lose a power, you gain +1 
determinations. 

When you play a runespell that does not have defense (called a normal runespell) from your hand onto your field, you are 
slinging that runespell for its immediate effect. Defense runespells are not slung immediately when they are played. 
This is important to know as only runespells that have been slung are discarded from the field during that turn’s 
Cleanup Phase. 

Some, (not all) defense runespells have the word “Sling” in their text. This means that any time during your Play Phase, 
you may sling this runespell for its effect. Defense runespells you sling are discarded from the field during that turn’s 
Cleanup Phase. 



YOuR FIElD

PHASES OF A TuRN
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The Field

YOuR FIElD (C1) Your field contains the cards that you currently control, including your Runeslinger character card 
and all ailments that are currently ailing you. 

CONCENTRATION (C2) During your Play Phase you can set a concentration by playing any card from your 
hand face-down onto one of  your available (has no card on it) concentration areas. You can normally only set one 
concentration per turn this way. Concentrations count as a card with no type (card types are runespell, trinket and boon). A 
concentration that is face-down without a card played face-up on it is called an empty concentration. 

AIlMENT AREA (C3) While you are affected by an ailment, a matching ailment card is placed on one of  your 
available ailment areas to represent the fact that you are “ailed” with that specific ailment. Ailment cards are used to 
track the ailments that are currently ailing you. 

DISCARD PIlE (C4) All cards that are discarded from your hand and field, and all cards that are seared, or destroyed 
by effects are placed into your discard pile. Cards your sear are placed into your discard pile from the top of  your deck. 

VOID PIlE (C5) The void pile must always be kept separate from the discard pile. Cards in the void pile are never 
shuffled back into their owner’s deck and remain in the void pile until the encounter ends, or an effect removes them 
from the void pile. Cards you void from anywhere are placed into your void pile. 

RuNESlINgER (C6) Your Runeslinger character card and your two ability cards are placed here when the encounter 
begins. 

DECK (C7) Your 30-card deck is shuffled and placed here when the encounter begins.   

All cards, Runeslingers, tokens and dice that are in play, exist either on your or your opponent’s field. You and your 
opponent each have your own field facing each of  you. You own cards that begin the encounter in your deck on your 
field, and you also control cards that are in play on your field. In certain cases, you may control a card that you do not 
own (such as a boon played by an enemy onto your field). Cards you control affect you, regardless of  who owns them. 

C2

C3
C6

C1

C7

C4

C5

Empty
Concentration

Full
Concentration

Turn Phases
In Runeslingers, players each take separate turns playing cards and using effects to reduce the enemy Runeslinger’s 
power from five to zero. Each turn is comprised of  four unique phases: the cleanse phase, draw phase, play phase, and 
the cleanup phase.

Turns and phases also each have their own beginning and end. Certain effects happen “at the end of  your play phase”, 
or “at the end of  your turn”, for example. The “beginning of  your turn” happens before your Cleanse Phase starts, and 
“the end of  your turn” happens at the end of  your Cleanup Phase just before you pass the turn to your opponent.

Burning Ember has an effect that 
triggers at “the end of  your turn”. 

Deathmark has an effect that 
triggers “at the beginning of  your 

turn” (Cleanup Phase). 

Chaos Fire has an effect that 
triggers “at the end of  your play 

phase”. 

1 Cleanse Phase
If  you have eight or more unconcealed (not booned) ailments, you choose and cleanse (remove) eight of  them and 
lose a power. Repeat this process until you have fewer than eight unconcealed ailments (see Ailments on pg. 11).

2 Draw Phase
Draw two cards from the top of  your deck, (your maximum hand size is eight). After drawing you can choose to pass.
If  you pass, you may either draw a 3rd card from your deck, or return a concentration you control to your hand. If  
you pass, end your turn immediately, skipping all other phases of  your turn. Passing negates end-of-turn effects. 

3 Play Phase
  You may do any of  the following any number of  times in any order, if  able: 

     • Set a card (maximum once per turn) from your hand as a face-down concentration
     • Activate your Runeslinger’s activate ability (determination costs must be paid to activate)
     • Charge runespells you control that have Charge (a runespell with Charge can only be charged once per turn)
     • Play cards from your hand (boons, trinkets and runespells)
     • Activate your trinkets or Sling your runespells (you cannot activate a trinket on the same turn you play it on) 
     • During ANY Play Phase, you may discard a card to block damage (Blocking, pg. 17) and/or answer an enemy   
       effect by slinging a runespell with Shout or using an activate effect (Answering, pg. 18) 

4 Cleanup Phase
All runespells that were slung and all trinkets activated by all players this turn are discarded and their effects end 
simultaneously. At the same time, the effects of  all Runeslinger abilities activated this turn also end simultaneously. 
End of  turn effects now trigger. After end of  turn effects resolve, the non-active player becomes the active player 
and starts their turn in their Cleanse Phase. 

Available 
Concentration 

Area



You are now in your Play Phase. You currently control one set concentration and you have six cards in your hand. Let’s 
start by setting a concentration for the turn. Since Meteor has distract, and concentrations are very valuable early on in 
an encounter, we will set Meteor as our second concentration (remember, you can only set one concentration per turn). 

You set Meteor face-down on an empty concentration area on our field. Remember that concentrations with no cards 
played on them are called empty concentration. You can play runespells and trinkets on your empty concentration 
during your Play Phase. 

Now that you have set your concentration for the turn, you can play some cards. Currently, you can play up to two 
trinkets and or runespells on your empty concentrations. There are no boons or ailments in play, so you cannot play any 
boons. 

Taking Your First Turn 
Let’s assume you are the active player, (you won the dice roll) and you choose to go first. You begin your turn in your 
Cleanse Phase and proceed in order through all phases of  the chapter. Since you do not have any ailments on you at 
this point and no card effects have been played yet, you can end your Cleanse Phase and proceed to your Draw Phase. 

In your Draw Phase, you draw one card from the top of  your deck instead of  two, because this is the first turn of  the 
game (normally you draw 2 cards in this phase). You should now have six cards in your hand, with one concentration set on 
your field. After drawing, you proceed to your Play Phase. 
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Step One: Prepare Your Runeslinger
•    To begin your first Runeslingers encounter, start by placing one copy of  the Runeslingers Reference Sheet next to     
      each player. 

•    Each player places a play mat infront of  them, facing them (Components, pg. 3, item 6). 

•    Select a Runeslinger you would like to play as. Once chosen, select your Runeslinger’s passive ability and activate   
     ability. Selected abilities must include the same Runeslinger name in their bottom description. In the example below,  
     you have chosen Eva as your Runeslinger, Inner Flame as Eva’s passive ability and Engulf as Eva’s activate ability. 

•    Next, select the starter deck matching your chosen Runeslinger. The display card on the front of  each pre-made 
starter deck indicates which Runeslinger it is best used with. Remove this card display before play. 

How to Play - Setup

Step Two: Prepare The Board
• Shuffle your chosen 30-card starter deck and pass it to your opponent. Each player cuts the deck no more than three 

times, without looking at its contents. After cutting, each deck is passed back to its owner.
• Place your Runeslinger and its two abilities on the corresponding areas of  your field. 
• Place your shuffled deck face-down into the “deck” area on your field. 
• To start, each player draws six cards from the top of  their face-down decks (your maximum hand size is eight cards).
• Each player must now set one card from their hand as a face-down concentration on their field (this first concentration 

is set before the game begins and does not count as being set during your turn).

Step Three: Roll For Action 
• Decide by any means who goes first. The player chosen to go first becomes the active player. Only on the first turn 

of  the encounter, the player who goes first draws 1 card in their draw phase, instead of  two. 

• Proceed to the active player’s Cleanse Phase (if  you are the active player, it is your turn!).

How to Play  - Your first turn



Defense vs. Normal cards

Your field should now look like the following:

lava Stream is a defense runespell with the Charge keyword. This means that when you play lava Stream, you must 
announce whether you are charging it or slinging it for its effect. If  you charge lava Stream, it has no effect this turn, 
but add +1 tokens to it, increasing its power on the next turn. If  you sling lava Stream, it has its effect. 

Let’s play lava Stream and announce we are charging it. Next, we can play Burning Ember. There is no limit to the 
number of  cards you can play on a turn, as long as those cards have a valid place on which to be played. We cannot 
activate Burning Ember on the turn we play it, but we might want to on our next turn! Your field now looks like the 
following:

Since you do not have any more empty concentrations, and no ailments or boons are currently in play, you cannot play 
any more of  the cards in our hand. We cannot sling lava Stream yet because we charged it and we cannot activate 
Burning Ember as we just played it, so we let or opponent know we are ending our turn.

Your opponent now begins their turn in their Cleanse Phase and moves through each chapter and phase of  their turn, 
just as you did. You are now playing Runeslingers like pros! 
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RuNESPEllS have three types: spirit, attack and utility. During your Play Phase, you can play runespells from your 
hand onto empty (having no face-up cards already played on it) concentration you control on your field. Runespells with 
defense are called defense runespells, while runespells without defense are called normal runespells. 

Spirit runespells are always capable of  dealing damage and can target any target. Valid targets for spirit 
runespells are defense cards and Runeslingers.

Attack runespells deal damage and are capable of  inflicting ailments with the damage they deal to 
Runeslingers. As a result, attack runespells can normally only target Runeslingers.

utility runespells are not capable of  dealing damage, but have numerous powerful effects.

ADvanced Rules: Card Types

TRINKETS have three subtypes; weapon, curio and armour. During your Play Phase, you can play trinkets from 
your hand onto empty concentration you control on your field. 

Trinkets are unique, meaning that you can only ever have one copy of  the same trinket in play at a time on 
your field. If  you play second of  the same trinket on your field, the oldest of  the two is discarded (not destroyed). 

BOONS have no subtypes. During your Play Phase, you can play boons from your hand onto either an ailment or 
boon in play on any player’s field. 

Boons conceal ailments they are played on, removing their effects until that boon leaves the field (see Boons on 
pg. 16).  

Fireball is a normal 
runespell, and has no defense. 

Divine Barrier has 
3 defense. 

Firecracker has
2 defense. 

DEFENSE CARDS have a defense value in their top-right. When a defense card takes damage equal to or greater than 
its defense value in a single Play Phase, that card is destroyed and discarded (placed into its owner’s discard pile). Below, 
both Divine Barrier and Firecracker are defense cards. Defense cards, like Runeslingers, can be targeted by damage 
sources such as Fireball, below. 

NORMAl CARDS are runespells without defense. Normal runespells are placed into their owner’s discard pile on the 
turn they are slung, in that turn’s Cleanup Phase. Fireball, below, is a normal runespell, as it has no defense. 

How to Play  - Your first turn

When you play a runespell that does not have defense (called a Normal runespell) from your hand onto your field, 
you are slinging that runespell for its immediate effect. Defense runespells are not slung immediately when they are 
played. This is important to know as only runespells that have been slung are discarded from the field during that turn’s 
Cleanup Phase. 



On your turn during your Play Phase, you can play cards from your hand, as long as those cards follow the Card Play 
Rules below. For a card’s effect to resolve, all of  its associated costs must first be paid. These costs are RED keywords, 
and any in-text costs that card has. If  a card is destroyed or removed from the field before its effect can resolve, it has no 
effect. 

Play Card: Place the card from your hand onto a valid place on a field. Runespells and Trinkets are played on 
your empty concentration on your field, while boons are played on boons or ailments on any players field. 

Pay Costs: All RED keyword costs on this card are paid from left to right (if  any RED cost on this card cannot be 
paid, return this card to your hand without paying any of  its costs). Next, any additonal in-text costs this card has are 
paid. Once this card’s costs are all payed it is considered “played” and “in play”, and becomes destroyable by 
effects such as Fragment I (see Ailments, pg. 14). 

Choose Targets: You must now choose and announce all intended valid target(s) of  this card’s effect, if  
applicable. This card cannot be played if  one or more of  its effects can’t have a valid target. If  the valid target of  
an effect (if  applicable) is lost before that effect can resolve (happen), then the targetless effect is prevented instead 
of  resolving. 

Answerable Action: If  this card is a normal runespell, it is now slung and has its effect. This creates an 
answerable action for this card’s opponent (see Answering, pg. 18). 

Card Play Rules 

When you play a card from your hand, the Card Resolution Steps below govern the order in which that card’s costs are 
paid and the order in which its effects resolve. 

Card Resolution Steps
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Playing cards and effects

RuNESPEllS are played from your hand onto an empty concentration you control on your field. Empty 
concentration is a face-down concentration you have already set, that has no face-up card currently played on it. 

TRINKETS are played from your hand onto an empty concentration you control on your field. Empty 
concentration is a face-down concentration you have already set, that has no face-up card currently played on it. 

BOONS are played from your hand onto an ailment or boon card in play that any player controls on any player’s 
field. If  a boon is played onto an existing boon, the bottom (oldest) boon is destroyed, and discarded. 

The Keywords

DISTRACT: Play this card horizontally (sideways). In 
this turn’s cleanup phase, the concentration under this 
card is discarded when this card leaves play. 

Pain: To play this card, you must pay this much health. 
You cannot pay health that you do not have. With 3 
health, you cannot pain 5, for example. 

Ail: To play this card, apply this many ailments of  the 
same type to your Runeslinger. You cannot play this 
card if  you cannot be ailed either due to an effect, or 
because you have a boon on each of  your four ailment 
areas. 

Sear: To play this card, place this many cards from the 
top of  your deck into your discard pile. You cannot sear 
cards you do not have. With 1 card in your deck, you 
cannot sear 3, for example. 

Fate: The enemy Runeslinger chooses one of  this 
card’s bullet effects. The chosen effect is then slung. 
Fate effects are chosen by the enemy before you choose 
the target of  this card’s effect. 

You must distract Blood 
Rite, and then Pain 5 when 

you play it.

You must Sear 2 cards from 
the top of  your deck when you 

play Flaming Fists. 

You must Ail yourself  with 1 
ailment when you play 

Force Wall. 

SHOUT: This card is played on your turn normally 
during your Play Phase. You can play this card as 
an Answer to an enemy runespell being slung, or an 
enemy trinket being activated even if  it is not your turn 
(see Answering on pg. 14). 

Pierce: This card’s damage is dealt to its target 
in full. If  only a portion of  this damage downs 
a Runeslinger, the remainder is dealt to that 
Runeslinger’s new health total after it loses a power. 
Any piercing damage that exceeds its target’s defense, 
if  the target is a defense card, is dealt to that card’s 
controller (Runeslinger). 

Charge: When you play this card choose either to 
sling or charge it. If  you charge it, place +1 tokens on 
it. You cannot sling a runespell on the same turn that 
you charge it. Each turn, during your Play Phase, you 
may choose to either sling this runespell for its effect 
(if  it is a runespell), or charge it (gain an additional +1 
tokens). 

Choice: You choose one of  this card’s bullet effects 
when it is played. The chosen effect is then slung; the 
effect not chosen is ignored. 

Blue Keywords: Red Keywords:

KEYWORDS can be found on all card types in Runeslingers. Keywords describe restrictions, costs and effects cards 
have that add additional rules to their play. Keywords are always read and resolved from left to right in the keyword bar. 
For example, if  a card has Pain 3 and Sear 2, you would first Pain 3 health, then Sear 2 cards when you play it. 
This ordering is very important in advanced game play and must always be followed. 



Attack runespells like Flaming Fists may ail their targets if  they deal at least 1 point of  
damage to them. If  you sling Flaming Fists and it deals at least 1 damage to the target 
Runeslinger, the target would be ailed with 2 Burn ailments after damage resolves. 

If  Flaming Fists is blocked, for example, it may deal no damage to its target. In this case, 
the target would not be ailed with Flaming Fist’s 2 Burn ailments. 

If  an attack runespell has pierce, and targets a trinket (made possible by effects), Flaming 
Fist’s damage is dealt to the target card. Any additional damage above the target’s 
defense value is then dealt to the targets controlling Runeslinger, which will inflict Burn. 

Ailments can either be applied to or inflicted upon a Runeslinger. Apply puts the ailment directly on its target, while 
inflict requires that at least 1 damage is dealt to the target in order to apply the ailment to it. 

To the right, Emily is currently ailed with one Curse 
ailment.

Emily places one Burn ailment card onto an empty 
ailment area she controls. The first Burn’s on-ail effect is 
now resolved on Emily. As a result, Emily’s Runeslinger 
loses two health, and Emily sears one card from the 
top of  her deck. Next, Emily resolves the second Burn’s 
ailment effect. 

Emily now uses a dice to track that she is currently ailed 
with two Burn ailments. 

Remember the following important rules when dealing with ailments:

• The maximum number of  unique ailment types you can have on you is four. This is because each unique ailment card 
takes up one of  your four available ailment areas. 

• If  all of  your ailment areas are occupied with concealed (booned) ailments, then you cannot be ailed. This also means 
you cannot play cards with an ail cost, as you can no longer ail yourself  to pay that cost. 

• Ailments under a boon which are concealed do not count as being on you and are not considered in play while under 
that boon. Ailments are never added under a boon unless specified by the effect applying them. 

• Attack runespells that inflict ailments do so AFTER all of  their damage is dealt to the target. 

Let’s look at an example of  applying ailments. Jim slings Brand and target’s Emily.

Cleansing an ailment means removing that ailment from the target. 

Converting an ailment means cleansing an ailment from the target, and then applying an ailment of  a different than the 
removed ailment to that same target. 
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Applying & Inflicting AilmentsAilments
Ailments are negative effects that can ail (be put on) your Runeslinger during an encounter. There are six unique ailment 
types, each with their own effects. While you are ailed with two or more instances of  the same ailment type (two Curse 
ailments for example), you use a dice to track how many instances that ailment are currently ailing you. 

Each ailment has two levels. Level I is active while you are ailed with one or more instances of  the given ailment type. 
Both level I and level II is active while you are ailed with four or more instances of  the given ailment type. The effects of  
level I and level II are additive with each other. For example, if  you are ailed with four or more Weakens, both Weaken 
I and Weaken II effects affect you. Below is an example of  each of  the six ailment types:

Let’s look an the following example of  how ailments are can be applied to a Runeslinger by a runespell. You sling (play 
for its immediate effect) Head Crush, targeting the enemy Runeslinger. 

Our target is currently ailed with three Weaken ailments. 
Head Crush’s Weakens will be added to the target’s 
existing unconcealed Weaken ailment card. You can 
never have two different unconcealed ailment cards of  
the same ailment type on your field. 

Next, each new Weaken ailment is applied to its target 
in order, one at a time. Since the target is already ailed 
with Weaken, Head Crush’s Weakens are added to the 
existing Weaken ailment card on the target. The target 
Runeslinger now voids 3 cards, one at a time, due to 
Weaken’s level II effect. 



TRIggER effects happen instantly 
when their conditions for triggering 

are met. 

There are three effect types in Runeslingers; play, answer and trigger. Triggers are the only type of  effect that can occur 
outside of  a player’s Play Phase. If  you want to play a card or use an Activate effect, you or your opponent must be in 
the Play Phase of  a turn. 

Sometimes multiple effects can trigger at the same time. When this happens, the active player’s trigger effects resolve first 
in their choosing, followed by the other player’s effects, in the order of  their choosing. Note that in order for an effect to 
resolve (happen), that effect must have a valid target to “resolve” onto. If  the target of  an effect is removed from the field 
before the effect can resolve onto it, the given effect has no valid target and does nothing (target’s can’t be changed). 

You can play a boon on either an ailment or boon that is in play on either player’s 
field. Boons that you play on an opponent’s field are controlled by and affect 
that opponent. Boons you play on an ailment conceal that ailment, temporarily 
removing it from play. Boons you play on an existing boon destroy that boon. 

On the right, Emily is ailed with one Insanity ailment which is currently 
concealed (booned) by her boon Divine Barrier. While Divine Barrier is in play, 
the Insanity ailment under it has no ailment effect and is not considered to be in 
play. 

After Emily played Divine Barrier, her opponent applied two more Insanity 
ailments to her which are currently in her ailment area 1. If  Divine Barrier is 
destroyed, Emily will have three Insanity ailments on her. This will cause both 
her Insanity ailment cards to merge into one single Insanity ailment card. 

Ailments that merge do not count as being applied to you, because  you have 
already been ailed with them. When a concealed ailment becomes unconcealed, 
it has no ailment effect on you, unless its effect is continuous (see Fragment I). 

On the right, let’s assume Emily’s Divine Barrier is destroyed by an effect. Firstly, 
Emily chooses which Insanity ailment card she wishes to keep in play. Emily 
chooses to keep the right Insanity ailment card in play, and discards the other. 
Next, Emily sets her ailment tracker dice to three, indicating that she is currently 
ailed with three Insanity ailments. 

When a defense card is dealt damage that is equal to or greater than its defense value in a single Play Phase, that card 
is destroyed. When any card is destroyed, either by damage or effects, it is discarded and placed into its owner’s discard 
pile. When a card leaves the field for any reason, its effects stop. 

DESTROY effects specify that they destroy a target. These effects can destroy their target without dealing damage to it. 

Iron Wall destroys either a spirit 
or attack runespell, allowing its 

controller to draw a card. 

Tornado either destroys all 
boons or all trinkets that are in 

play on all fields. 

Bounce does not destroy its target 
but removes it from the field. This 
causes the target’s effect to stop. 

When an enemy-controlled damage source will deal damage to either a defense card that you control or your 
Runeslinger, this triggers the option for you to block. Blocking is done by discarding a card from your hand. 
You can only block once per turn. You cannot block direct damage or effects that cause you to lose health, such as the 
Burn ailment. You also cannot block if  your block is zero. 

When you block, reduce all damage that would be dealt to the card or Runeslinger that you are blocking by an amount 
equal to your Runeslinger’s block value (each Runeslinger’s base block is 4), when that damage resolves on the target. 

Let’s look at an example of  blocking below. It’s Jim’s turn. Jim is in his Play Phase. 

Jim slings Fireball and targets Emily’s Runeslinger. Emily first has the option to answer 
Fireball, as it created an answerable action. Emily announces she is not answering 
Fireball. Next, Emily announces that she is blocking Fireball and discards a card from 
her hand. Emily’s Runeslinger’s block is currently 4. Emily has enough block to prevent 4 
of  Fireball’s 8 damage. 

[TIP]: When any source deals damage to your Runeslinger, or to a defense card that 
you control, that triggers the option for you to block that damage. Blocked damage is 
decreased by an amount equal to your Runeslinger’s block value at the end the block 
was made. 

Destroying Cards
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PlAY effects are any effects without 
Shout or an Activate effect. 

ANSWER effects can be used normally 
during your Play Phase, or during any 

Play Phase as an answer (see Answering 
below). 

Effect TypesBoons

Blocking



Damage can be dealt to Runeslingers and defense cards. When a Runeslinger is dealt damage, its health is reduced by 
that much. When a Runeslinger’s health is reduced to 0, its health resets to its current maximum and that Runeslinger 
loses a power. When a defense card takes damage, its defense is reduced by that much damage. When a defense card’s 
defence reaches zero, it is destroyed and discarded. 

Direct Damage cannot be blocked. Below, Dominate deals 10 direct damage to its target. 

The ladder tracks the order in which effects resolve when there is more than one effect to resolve at a time. Let’s look at 
an example of  a ladder below. It’s Jim’s turn. He is in his Play Phase. Jim slings Hex targeting Emily.

Jim’s Hex creates an answerable 
action for Emily. Emily has Bounce 

in her hand which is an answer (it has 
Shout). Emily slings Bounce as an 

answer to Hex.

In order, Jim then Emily announce 
they are not adding any more 

answers to the ladder. This ladder is 
not complete and it resolves. 

Jim slings Hex targeting 
Emily’s

Runeslinger

Emily slings Bounce 
targeting
Jim’s Hex

When this ladder is complete, Bounce will take effect first as it is currently on the highest rung of  the ladder. Bounce’s 
effect will place Hex onto the top of  Jim’s deck. Because Hex is no longer in play, it has no effect. When it comes time 
to resolve the effect on the lowest rung (Fireball), no such effect exists; it’s as if  Hex was never played.

2

1

When your opponent Slings a runespell, Activates a trinket, or Activates their Runeslinger’s ability, that creates an 
answerable action for you. When an answerable action is created for you, you may respond to that action with an 
answer of  your own. Answers (responses to an answerable action) are: trinket Activate effects, Runeslinger Activate 
abilities, and runespells with the keyword Shout that can be slung, either from play, or the hand. Normally, you can 
only sling your runespells when it’s your turn; the exception to this rule are runespells that have the keyword Shout.

It’s important to note that only normal (non-defense) runespells are slung immediately when they are played. Defense 
runespells are not slung when they are played, unless their owner announces they are slinging the defense runespell 
in question. This is because defense runespells stay on the field until they are slung, or until they are destroyed. Some 
defense runespells that have continous effects can’t be slung; they simply maintain their ongoing effects until they leave 
play. A runespell can be slung if  it is a normal runespell, or it’s a defense runespell that has the word Sling: in its text 
(see Hex, below).

When a player answers an effect, a ladder is created. The ladder tracks the order in which effects resolve when there 
is more than one effect to resolve at a time. Players can each take turns adding answers to the ladder until no one can 
add to it further. When this happens, the ladder is complete. All effects on a complete ladder resolve (take effect) in order 
from most recent, to oldest. 

Remember, when an opponent slings a runespell, activates a trinket or activates their Runeslinger’s ability, that creates 
an answerable action for you, giving you the opportunity to use an answer effect in response. 

Normal Damage is non-direct damage. Above, Fireball deals 8 “normal” damage to its target. 

Health loss results in your Runeslinger’s health being lowered by this total amount. Health loss is not considered 
damage, and therefore cannot be blocked. Health loss always pierces, reducing your health by its total amount. If  you 
have 3 health and would lose 5 health from an effect, you lose a power, and set your new health to 16. 

Any effects that state “deal +2 
damage” increase the damage of  the 
card type described when the effect 
is activated or slung. An effect that 

states “attack runespells you sling deal 
+2 damage” will increase the damage 

Dominate deals +2 when it is slung. In 
this example, Dominate will deal 12 

direct damage, instead of  10.  

Pierce Damage is dealt in its entirety to its target. For example, if  the enemy Runeslinger has 1 health, and you target 
it with with a damage source that has Pierce and deals 5 damage, the target would take 1 damage, reset its health (if  its 
a Runeslinger) and then take the remaining 4 damage. 

Effects that deal damage have that damage calculate twice. 
First, when the effect is created (called effective damage), 
and then again when that effect’s damage is dealt to its 
target (damage dealt). Let’s look at an example of  damage 
calculation: you sling Fireball targeting the enemy 
Runeslinger. 

You currently have Dragon Breaker in play on your field, 
which increases Fireball’s damage by +2. Fireball’s effective 
damage is calculated as 10 when it is slung. 

Your opponent then answers your Fireball with a runespell 
that destroys Dragon Breaker. That opponent then blocks 
Fireball with 4 block, further reducing its damage. 

When Fireball’s damage resolves on its target, the damage 
dealt is 4. Fireball lost the 2 damage from Dragon Breaker, 
then another 4 damage from the block. The Ladder

Damage Types
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Before you get started building your own deck, let’s quickly go over the rules of  deck construction. When building your 
own deck, it must contain exactly 30 Runeslingers cards. In addition, your deck cannot contain more than two copies of  
any card with the same name. When constructing custom decks, feel free to use cards from the starter decks; that’s what 
they’re for! If  you ever want to play with the starter decks, the deck list of  each starter deck is on the back of  its box. 
Now that you have learned the basics, it is time to talk about the various ways that you can enjoy Runeslingers. 

Runeslingers features two primary modes of  play: starter, constructed and draft. 

STARTER MODE - This format requires each player plays with an unmodified starter deck. Your deck must contain 
exactly the cards listed on the back of  its Runeslingers Starter box. This is the fastest and easiest way to get started!

CONSTRuCTED MODE - In constructed play, players each bring their own 30-card constructed deck and battle each 
other either in a winner-takes-all, or a best of  three encounters. 

When playing Runeslingers, it’s important to follow these deck rules when building your constructed deck. 

1. Each deck must contain exactly 30 cards; no more, no less. 
2. Each deck cannot contain more than 2 copies of  any single card.

Resources

Runeslingers is a complex game with an initially steep learning curve. We have done our very best to ensure that the 
rules are clear and concise. That being said, sometimes it is just better to see the rules than it is to read them. We have 
created a comprehensive video series on how to play Runeslingers. 

Find our video guide at www.Runeslingers.com/resources

A very special thank you to our key playtesting team. The countless hours you put into testing Runeslingers 
has been invaluable in its creation. From the bottom of  our hearts at VMg, thank you to:

Jordan Thompson 
Karim Dahel

Jonathan Girard
Dan Vermette
Abbass Zahed
Dylan Leveille
Tim Nadelle
Johnny Mack

Aanon Rahman
Chris Hein

Stephen Schwartz
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Glossary C-M

Draw: To take from the top of  your deck and place into your hand without revealing (showing) any of  the drawn contents to an 
enemy. 

Enemy: Your enemy; the other Runeslinger who is your opponent. 

Health (pg. 4): Health represents how much damage you (your Runeslinger) can take before you lose a power. Each Runeslinger 
has a base maximum health of  18, which can be decreased all the way to zero by effects. If  your maximum health falls to zero, you 
lose all five power. See Anatomy Of A Runeslinger on pg. 6. 

Inflict (pg. 15): An ailment that will ail its target if  damage is dealt to the target. If  at least one point of  damage is dealt to a 
Runeslinger that inflicts an ailment, that ailment is applied to the target of  the attack runespell. 
            E.g.; “Deals five direct damage. Inflicts one Weaken ailment.”

Instigator: The owner of  the effect. If  you deal 3 damage to an enemy Runeslinger, you are the instigator of  that 3 damage. 
Damage that is dealt to an “instigator”, is dealt to that instigator’s Runeslinger. 

lose Health/Health loss (pg. 19): When your Runeslinger loses health, its health is reduced by the specified number. Health loss 
cannot be blocked, and always reduces your Runeslinger’s health by its full amount. If  you have 1 health and you lose 2 health, you 
lose one power, and set your new health total to 17. 

Maximum: The highest possible value. 

 Normal Runespell (pg. 11): A runespell that does not have defense. 

Own: A card you own is one that began the encounter in your deck. You can control a card you do not own, and you can own a 
card you do not control. 
On-Ail effect - The effect that a new ailment has when it first ails you. 
            E.g.; “When you are ailed with a new Burn ailment, you lose 2 health and sear 1...”

Play: To put a card onto the field from anywhere.  
            E.g.; “When an enemy plays a runespell...”

Random: An enemy chooses without seeing, the prescribed number of  cards (usually from your hand). 

Reveal: Show the face of  the card to all players. I.e. the side of  the card with text, not the card back. 
            E.g.;  “Reveal it and place it into your hand...”

Runeslinger (pg. 4): The player and or the player’s Runeslinger character card. You as a player are a Runeslinger, and your 
Runeslinger character card is the physical representation of  you the player in game. 

Sling: To use a runespell for its effect. 

Target: Choose a valid card or Runeslinger in play for this text to affect. Cards specify what they can target in their text. If  the 
target of  an effect is removed from play or becomes untargetable before the effect in question can resolve, the effect in question is 
prevented.
            E.g.;  “Deals 8 damage to target Runeslinger...”

Trigger (pg. 17): An effect that is activated when its trigger condition is met. Triggered effects are not answerable and do not create 
or appear on the ladder. 
            E.g.; “When an enemy plays a runespell...” the text that follows this condition is the triggered effect. 

Answer (pg. 17): When an enemy slings a runespell or activates a trinket or ability you can answer (respond to) that action with an 
answer of  your own. Cards with the keywords Shout and trinkets Activate effects are answers. 

Ailment (pg. 14): A negative status effect that is represented on the field by an ailment card, or dice if  more than one. An ailment 
remains on a player until it is removed by an effect, or until it is concealed by a boon. Ailment cards are used to keep track of  which 
ailments are currently ailing (on) you. 

Ailment Area (pg. 7): You have four ailment areas on your field to the left of  your Runeslinger character card. Ailment cards are 
placed here when you are ailed with an ailment. Ailment cards track both what ailments are currently ailing you, and how many of  
each type of  a specific ailment are currently ailing you. 

Ailment Type: The unique, specific ailment named. Ailment types are: Burn, Curse, Fragment, Weaken, Insanity and Debilitate. A 
Runeslinger can be ailed with a maximum of  four unique ailments types at a time
               E.g.; “‘for each unique ailment type on the target...”

Boon (pg. 16): A type of  card played onto either an existing boon or an ailment card on any player’s field. Boons on your field affect 
you, even if  you don’t own them.

Cleanse: Remove the prescribed number of  ailments from the target. Cleanse three means to remove three ailments of  your choice 
from the applicable target Runeslinger. 
              E.g.; “‘You cleanse three ailments...”

Conceal: A boon in play is “concealing” all ailments under it. Concealed ailments are treated as if  they are not in play at all. They 
do not count as being on you, and all players ignore their effects.  

Concentration (pg. 7) Concentration is the resource you use to play trinkets and runespells. You can set any card in your hand as a 
face-down concentration onto one of  your empty concentration areas. Normally you can only set (play) one concentration per turn 
during your Action Chapter - Play Phase. 

Control (pg. 7) A card on your field (your side of  the play field) is controlled by you. Cards that you control such as boons, affect 
you, even if  they are owned by another player. If  for example, the enemy player plays a boon onto your ailment, you control that 
boon and its text applies to you, not the player who played it. 

Convert: Remove the prescribed number of  ailments and then apply the same number of  ailments of  a different type to that target. 
If  you convert one Curse ailment to one Burn ailment for example, the target loses one Curse ailment and gains one Burn ailment.                   
              E.g.; “Convert up to three ailments on target Runeslinger...”

Deck: A deck is made up of  30 non-ailment cards assembled prior to playing an encounter. A deck must contain exactly 30 cards, 
with no more than two copies of  any single unique card in it. 

Destroy (pg. 16): Destroy means to negate the effect of  a card and then place it into its owner’s discard pile. 

 

Defense (pg. 11) : A card with defense in its top-right is a defense card and can be targeted with and be destroyed by damage. 

Discard: To place from either your hand or the field (if  applicable) into your discard pile the prescribed number of  cards.

Damage (pg. 19) Damage is dealt to a Runeslinger’s health, reducing it by the specified number. Damage can also be dealt to a 
defense card’s defense. Damage is considered normal damage, meaning that it is not modified by any effects such as pierce, or direct 

(cannot be blocked). Damage can be blocked (Blocking, pg. 17). 

Direct Damage (pg. 19): Direct damage cannot be blocked. 

Glossary A-C
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